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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a high tension
coil spring structure for a bed mattress having exposed
wiring portions which are formed on coil springs and co-
operate with spring bodies to absorb an external load,
and more particularly, to a high tension coil spring struc-
ture for a bed mattress having means for preventing fric-
tion noise which can significantly increase the elasticity
of exposed wiring portions as well as fundamentally pre-
venting noise that is created by friction between the ex-
posed wiring portions and surrounding wiring portions
while the exposed wiring portions are being compressed.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In general, a bed mattress is an instrument for
sleeping which provides a cushion or a buffering force
using cushion members which are respectively stacked
on the upper surface and the lower surface of a spring
assembly. The spring assembly includes a plurality of
coil springs which are provided between upper and lower
frames inside the bed mattress and are regularly ar-
ranged in columns and rows and spaced apart from each
other at preset distances.
[0003] In addition, "exposed wire springs" were devel-
oped, and have been used as means for enhancing the
cushioning and buffering force of the bed mattress. The
exposed wire springs include coil springs which are dis-
posed in the top-bottom direction between the upper and
lower edge members of the frame such that the coil
springs protrude above the upper edge member.
[0004] For instance, as shown in FIG. 1a, a spring as-
sembly 1 includes upper and lower edge members 20
and 20’, coil springs 10 which are arranged in rows and
columns R and C within the space between the upper
edge member 20 and the lower edge member 20’, and
helical coils 30 which are spirally engaged with the coil
springs 10 in the direction of rows R.
[0005] In addition, as shown in FIG. 1b, each of the
coil springs 10 includes a body wiring portion 12 situated
in a space between the upper edge member 20 and the
lower edge member 20’, end wiring portions 14 provided
on both ends of the body wiring portion 12 so as to be
engaged with the upper and lower edge members 20 and
20’, and an exposed wiring portion 16 extending from
one of the end wiring portions 14 so as to be exposed
from the edge member 20.
[0006] Here, in the case of attempting to set the spring
assembly 1, when the helical coils 30 are engaged in the
state in which the coil springs 10 are set at preset dis-
tances from each other between the edge members 20
and 20’, the exposed wiring portions 16 are set such that
they protrude above the upper edge member 20 or below
the lower edge member 20’.
[0007] In addition, when the spring assembly 1 is ap-

plied to a bed mattress, the exposed wiring portions 16
absorb shock when a small load is applied in response
to, for example, a user rolling over on the bed, and the
body wiring portions 12 absorb the shock when a large
load is applied from the user.
[0008] The coil springs 12 advantageously increase
the comfort and convenience of the user since the ex-
posed wiring portions 16 and the body wiring portions 12
properly distribute the shock-absorbing function in re-
sponse to variations in the load applied to the bed mat-
tress. However, the coil springs 12 have, at least, the
following problems.
[0009] First, as shown in FIG. 2, in the process in which
the coil spring 10 is compressed at the moment that the
bed mattress is subjected to a load, a contact wiring por-
tion 16-5 of the exposed wiring portion 16 abuts to the
end wiring portion 14 which is positioned below while
moving down. This consequently creates noise due to
contact between the exposed wiring portion 16 and the
end wiring portion 14.
[0010] Second, when a large load is applied to the bed
mattress, the exposed wiring portion 16 of the spring as-
sembly is compressed, and concurrently, the body wiring
portion 12 is compressed at high speed. Rapid compres-
sion of the exposed wiring portion 16 increases friction
between the exposed wiring portion 16 and the end wiring
portion 14, thereby creating friction noise.
[0011] Third, when a load is applied to the bed mat-
tress, the exposed wiring portion abuts to the end wiring
portion while being compressed, whereby the elasticity
of the exposed wiring portion is limited. Accordingly, so-
lutions for preventing stress due to friction noise between
the exposed wiring portions 16 and the end wiring por-
tions 14 while the bed mattress is being used and for
increasing the longevity of the coil spring are urgently
required.
[0012] As shown in FIG. 3A, an approach was pro-
posed in a coil spring (Korean Patent No. 10-0717543,
United States Patent No. 7,677,541 B2) that was previ-
ously invented by the applicant. This coil spring includes
a body spring 10 and an exposure wire spring 20, in which
a connection end portion 24 which connects the exposure
wire spring 20 to the body spring 10 has a contact-pre-
venting end 30.
[0013] Although the coil spring shown in FIG. 3A pre-
vents frictional noise between the body spring 10 and the
exposure wire spring 20 using the contact-preventing end
30 to a certain extent, the coil spring fails to completely
prevent frictional noise since the exposure wire spring
20 comes into contact with the body spring 10 when the
range in which the exposed wire spring 20 moves down-
ward exceeds the height of the contact-preventing end
30.
[0014] In addition, although the coil spring shown in
FIG. 3A is focused on the contact-preventing end 30
which prevents frictional noise, there is a drawback in
that the amount of elasticity with which the exposure wire
spring 20 moves upward and downward is limited since
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the exposure wire spring 20 has a small number of turns.
[0015] In addition, as shown in FIG. 3B, an approach
was proposed in a coil spring (Korean Patent No.
10-0717545, United States Patent No. 8,109,490) that
was previously invented by the applicant. This coil spring
including a body spring 10 and an exposure wire spring
20, in which a connection end portion 24 which connects
the exposure wire spring 20 to the body spring 10 has
contact-preventing/rigidity-reinforcing ends 30 and 32,
thereby preventing frictional noise between the body
spring 10 and the exposure wire spring 20.
[0016] Although the coil spring shown in FIG. 3B pre-
vents frictional noise between the body spring 10 and the
exposure wire spring 20 using the contact-preventing/ri-
gidity-reinforcing ends 30 and 32 to a certain extent, the
coil spring fails to completely prevent frictional noise
since the exposure wire spring 20 comes into contact
with the body spring 10 when the range in which the ex-
posed wire spring 20 moves downward exceeds the
height of the contact-preventing/rigidity-reinforcing ends
30 and 32.
[0017] In addition, although the coil spring shown in
FIG. 3B is focused on the contact-preventing/rigidity-re-
inforcing ends 30 and 32 which prevent frictional noise,
there is a drawback in that the amount of elasticity with
which the exposure wire spring 20 moves upward and
downward is limited since the exposure wire spring 20
has a small number of turns.
[0018] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 3C, an approach
was proposed in a coil spring (Korean Patent No.
10-0820579) that was previously invented by the appli-
cant. This coil spring including a body portion 115a and
an exposed wiring portion 115b. An uppermost wiring
portion 30 formed on the body portion 115a has concave
portions 60 and 70 which absorb the return load of the
body portion 115a, thereby preventing frictional noise be-
tween the body portion 115a and the exposed wiring por-
tion 115b.
[0019] Although the coil spring shown in FIG. 3C pre-
vents frictional noise between the body portion 115a and
the exposed wiring portion 115b using the concave por-
tions 60 and 70 to a certain extent, the coil spring fails to
completely prevent frictional noise since the exposed wir-
ing portion 115b comes into contact with the body portion
115a when the range in which the exposed wiring portion
115b moves downward exceeds the height of the con-
cave portions 60 and 70.
[0020] In addition, although the coil spring shown in
FIG. 3C is focused on the concave portions 60 and 70
which prevent frictional noise, there is a drawback in that
the amount of elasticity with which the exposed wiring
portion 115b moves upward and downward is limited
since the exposed wiring portion 115b has a small
number of turns.
[0021] The information disclosed in the Background
section is provided only for better understanding of the
background, and should not be taken as an acknowledg-
ment or any form of suggestion that this information forms

a prior art that would already be known to
a person skilled in the art.
Document KR100820579B1 describes a shock-absorb-
ing device of a coil spring for a bed mattress is provided
to improve convenience and comfortableness due to
double cushion, and to minimize deformation of wires by
changing a shock-absorbing structure of the wires of the
coil spring. A shock-absorbing device of a coil spring for
a bed mattress includes: a body part(115a) arranged be-
tween an upper frame member and a lower frame mem-
ber in a vertical direction; an upper exposed wire
part(115b) integrally formed on an upper bending
part(20) connected to an upper connection end(10) of
the body part, and exposed to the upper frame member;
and a first convex part(40) convexly formed on the up-
permost wire(30) of the body part for absorbing a return
load of the body part.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0022] The present invention is defined in claim 1. The
dependent claims define embodiments thereof.
Various aspects provide a high tension coil spring struc-
ture for a bed mattress having means for preventing fric-
tion noise which can significantly increase the elasticity
of an exposed wiring portion which protrudes upward or
downward from a spring assembly while fundamentally
preventing noise that is created by friction between the
exposed wiring portion and a surrounding wiring
portion while the exposed wiring portion is being com-
pressed.
[0023] In an aspect, provided is a high tension coil
spring structure for a bed mattress that includes: body
wiring portions which are disposed regularly at preset
distances from each other in the space between an upper
edge member and a lower edge member, upper and low-
er end wiring portions which are provided on both ends
of the body wiring portions and set within the range in
which the upper and lower edge members are disposed;
upper and lower exposed wiring portions which extend
from at least one of the upper and lower end wiring por-
tions so as to be exposed from the upper or lower edge
members; diameter-increasing portions which are pro-
vided on at least one of the upper and lower end wiring
portions and define spaces in which upper and lower ex-
posure start wiring portions of the upper and lower ex-
posed
wiring portions move upward and downward while the
coil spring structure is being compressed; and means for
preventing friction noise which are provided on at least
one of the upper and lower end wiring portions. The
means for preventing friction noise include rigid support
ends which are provided on at least one of the body wiring
portion and the upper and lower exposed wiring portions,
and absorb shock by absorbing a compressive load ap-
plied from the upper and lower exposed wiring portions.
The diameter-increasing portions provide spaces in
which upper and lower exposure start wiring portions
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move upward and downward while the coil spring struc-
ture is being compressed, thereby preventing frictional
noise between the upper and lower end wiring portions
and the upper and lower exposure start wiring portions.
When a compressive load is applied to the coil spring
structure, a plurality of wiring portions formed in the upper
and lower exposed wiring portions move upward and
downward along the side walls of the rigid support ends,
thereby increasing elasticity.
[0024] As set forth above, the following effects are pro-
vided.
[0025] First, since the coil spring structure is provided
with the diameter-increasing portion which forms a path
along which the exposed wiring portion moves upward
and downward, it is possible to consequently remove fric-
tion that is created due to contact between the exposed
wiring portion and the end wiring portion while the ex-
posed wiring portion is being compressed, thereby fun-
damentally preventing noise.
[0026] Second, since the coil spring structure is pro-
vided with the diameter-increasing portion which forms
a path along which the exposed wiring portion moves
upward and downward, the exposed wiring portion and
the body wiring portion move only upward and downward
without being displaced or deformed in the lateral direc-
tion, thereby increasing longevity.
[0027] Third, in the state where friction noise between
the exposed wiring portion and the end wiring portion of
the coil spring is prevented, the exposed wiring portions
are provided with a plurality of wiring portions such that
the wiring portions form a spring layer separate from the
spring body. Consequently, small and large loads applied
to the bed mattress are discriminated and suitable
amounts of buffering force are provided, and at the same
time, the elasticity of the upper and lower exposed wiring
portions is significantly enhanced, thereby improving the
quality of a product.
[0028] Fourth, the process of foaming the exposed wir-
ing portion, which was proposed in Korean Patent No.
444347 (United States Patent No. 6,983,503) as means
for preventing friction noise in the coil spring, becomes
unnecessary. It is possible to preclude equipment which
seals the exposed wiring portion and the sealing process
as well as reducing the price for purchasing that equip-
ment and the cost for the process, thereby improving
productivity.
[0029] The described methods and apparatuses have
other features and advantages which will be apparent
from, or are set forth in greater detail in the accompanying
drawings, which are incorporated herein, and in the fol-
lowing Detailed Description, which together serve to ex-
plain certain principles.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030]

FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are views showing the assem-

bled state of a spring assembly of the related art, in
which FIG. 1A is a perspective view showing the as-
sembled state of the spring assembly, and FIG. 1B
is a cross-sectional view showing the assembled
state of the spring assembly;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view illustrating creation
of noise from the coil spring of the related art;
FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B and FIG. 3C are cross-sectional
views of coil springs for preventing frictional noise
that were previously invented by the applicant;
FIG. 4A, FIG. 4B, FIG. 4C and FIG. 4D are views
showing the engaged state of a spring assembly, in
which FIG. 4A is a cross-sectional view showing the
engaged state of the spring assembly, and FIG. 4B
to FIG. 4D are perspective views showing the en-
gaged state of
the spring assembly;
FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are first conceptual views show-
ing a process in which an upper exposed wiring por-
tion of a coil spring is compressed, upper and lower
end wiring portions of the coil spring having the
shape of a round spring, in which FIG. 5A is a cross-
sectional view showing the process in which the coil
spring is compressed, and FIG. 5B is a perspective
view showing the process in which the coil spring is
compressed;
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are views showing a coil spring
in which upper and lower end wiring portions have
the shape of a round spring and a rigid support end
is formed in a body wiring portion, in which FIG. 6A
is a cross-sectional view showing first to fifth embod-
iments of the coil spring, and FIG. 6B is a perspective
view showing the showing first to fifth embodiments
of the coil spring;
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B are second conceptual views
showing a process in which an upper exposed wiring
portion of a coil spring is compressed, upper and
lower end wiring portions of the coil spring having
the shape of an offset spring, in which FIG. 7A is a
cross-sectional view showing the process in which
the coil spring is compressed, and FIG. 7B is a per-
spective view showing the process in which the coil
spring is compressed;
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are views showing a coil spring
in which upper and lower end wiring portions have
the shape of an offset spring and a rigid support end
is formed in a body wiring portion, in which FIG. 8A
is a cross-sectional view showing sixth to tenth em-
bodiments of the coil spring, and FIG. 8B is a per-
spective view showing the showing sixth to tenth em-
bodiments of the coil spring;
FIG. 9A and FIG. 9B are third conceptual views
showing a process in which an upper exposed wiring
portion of a coil spring is compressed, upper and
lower end wiring portions of the coil spring having
the shape of a round-offset spring, in which FIG. 9A
is a cross-sectional view showing the process in
which the coil spring is compressed, and FIG. 9B is
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a perspective view showing the process in which the
coil spring is compressed;
FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are views showing a coil
spring in which upper and lower end wiring portions
have the shape of a round-offset spring and a rigid
support end is formed in a body wiring portion, in
which FIG. 10A is a cross-sectional view showing
eleventh to fifteenth embodiments of the coil spring,
FIG. 10B is a perspective view showing the showing
the eleventh to fifteenth embodiments of the coil
spring;
FIG. 10C is a perspective view showing coil springs ,
in one of which a coil end of a lower end wiring portion
forms a linear free end B which is opened without
being engaged with a wiring portion, and in another
one of which a coil end of an upper exposed wiring
portion forms a linear free end B which is opened
without being engaged with a wiring portion;
FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B and FIG. 11C are perspective
views showing coil springs in each of which a hand-
cuff portion C is formed on a coil end of a lower end
wiring portion so as to engage with a wiring portion,
in which FIG. 11A is a perspective view showing the
coil spring in which the number of turns of the ex-
posed wiring portion is 4, FIG. 11B is a perspective
view showing the coil spring in which the number of
turns of the exposed wiring portion is 5, and, FIG.
11C is a perspective view showing the coil spring in
which the number of turns of the exposed wiring por-
tion is 6;
FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are views showing a coil
spring in which upper and lower end wiring portions
have the shape of a round spring and a rigid support
end is formed in at least one of upper and lower ex-
posed wiring portions, in which FIG. 12A is a cross-
sectional view showing sixteenth to nineteenth em-
bodiments of the coil spring, FIG. 12B is a perspec-
tive view showing the showing the sixteenth to nine-
teenth embodiments of the coil
spring;
FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B are views showing a coil
spring in which upper and lower end wiring portions
have the shape of an offset spring and a rigid support
end is formed in at least one of upper and lower ex-
posed wiring portions, in which FIG. 13A is a cross-
sectional view showing twentieth to twenty third em-
bodiments of the coil spring, FIG. 13B is a perspec-
tive view showing the showing the twentieth to twenty
third embodiments of the coil spring; and
FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B are views showing a coil
spring in which upper and lower end wiring portions
have the shape of a round-offset spring and a rigid
support end is formed in at least one of upper and
lower exposed wiring portions, in which FIG. 14A is
a cross-sectional view showing twenty fourth to
twenty seventh embodiments of the coil spring, FIG.
14B is a perspective view showing the showing the
twenty fourth to twenty seventh embodiments of the

coil spring.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] Reference will now be made in detail to various
embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings and described below.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 4A to FIG. 14B, a high tension
coil spring structure for a bed mattress having means for
preventing friction noise is provided. The high tension
coil spring structure includes body wiring portions 12
which are disposed regularly at preset distances from
each other in the space between an upper edge member
20 and a lower edge member 20’, upper and lower end
wiring portions 14 and 14’ which are provided on both
ends of the body wiring portions 12 and set within the
range in which the upper and lower edge members 20
and 20’ are disposed, upper and lower exposed wiring
portions 16 and 16’ which extend from at least one of the
upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ so as to
be exposed from the upper or lower edge members 20
or 20’, diameter-increasing portions A which are provided
on at least one of the upper and lower end wiring portions
14 and 14’ and define spaces in which upper and lower
exposure start wiring portions 16-5 and 16-5’ of the upper
and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ move up-
ward and downward while the coil spring structure is be-
ing compressed, and means for preventing friction noise
which are provided on at least one of the upper and lower
end wiring portions 14 and 14’. The means for preventing
friction noise include rigid support ends 18 which are pro-
vided on at least one of the body wiring portion 12 and
the upper and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’,
and absorb shock by
absorbing a compressive load applied from the upper
and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ . Since the
diameter-increasing portions A provide spaces in which
upper and lower exposure start wiring portions 16-5 and
16-5’ move upward and downward while the coil spring
structure is being compressed, frictional noise between
the upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ and
the upper and lower exposure start wiring portions 16-5
and 16-5’ is prevented. When a compressive load is ap-
plied to the coil spring structure, a plurality of wiring por-
tions formed in the upper and lower exposed wiring por-
tions 16 and 16’ move upward and downward along the
side walls of the rigid support ends 18, thereby increasing
elasticity.
[0033] Here, since the upper and lower edge members
20 and 20’ and the helical coils 30 are well-known in the
art, they will be described using the same reference nu-
merals and signs as in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B and FIG. 2.
Disclosure will be limited to coil springs 10 which are
sequentially disposed between the upper and lower edge
members 20 and 20’
[0034] In addition, the coil springs 10 can be imple-
mented as round coil springs, as shown in FIG. 5A, FIG.
5B, FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, offset coil springs, as shown
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in FIG. 7A, FIG. 7B, FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B, or round-offset
coil springs, as shown in FIG. 9A, FIG. 9B, FIG. 10A,
FIG. 10B and FIG. 10C, depending on the shape of the
upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ and the
structure of the wiring portions.
[0035] In addition, when the coil springs 10 are imple-
mented as the round coil springs, the upper exposed wir-
ing portions 16 can be configured as shown in part (a) of
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B (first embodiment), the lower ex-
posed wiring portions 16’ can be configured as shown in
part (b) of FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B (second embodiment),
or both the upper exposed wiring portions 16 and the
lower exposed wiring portions 16’ can be configured as
shown in parts (c) to (e) of FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B (third to
fifth embodiments).
[0036] Furthermore, when the coil springs 10 are im-
plemented as the offset coil springs, the upper exposed
wiring portions 16 can be configured as shown in part (a)
of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B (sixth embodiment), the lower
exposed wiring portions 16’ can be configured as shown
in part (b) of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B (seventh embodiment),
or both the upper exposed wiring portions 16 and the
lower exposed wiring portions 16’ can be configured as
shown in parts (c) to (e) of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B (eighth
to tenth embodiments).
[0037] In addition, when the coil springs 10 are imple-
mented as the round-offset coil springs, the upper ex-
posed wiring portions 16 can be configured as shown in
part (a) of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B (eleventh embodiment),
the lower exposed wiring portions 16’ can be configured
as shown in part (b) of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B (twelfth
embodiment), or both the upper exposed wiring portions
16 and the lower exposed wiring portions 16’ can be con-
figured as shown in parts (c) to (e) of FIG. 10A and FIG.
10B (thirteenth to fifteenth embodiments).
[0038] The diameter-increasing portions A can be ap-
plied to any type of the coil springs 10 which are used in
the field of bed mattresses in place of the round coil
springs, the offset coil springs, or the round-offset coil
springs.
[0039] In addition, each of the coil springs 10 includes
the body wiring portion 12, the upper and lower end wiring
portions 14 and 14’, the upper and lower exposed wiring
portions 16 and 16’ and the rigid support ends 18. In
particular, the diameter-increasing portion A is provided
on at least one of the upper and lower end wiring portions
14 and 14’.
[0040] The body wiring portion 12 refers to the wiring
portion which forms the main body of the coil spring 10
to support the entire load applied to the coil spring 10.
The body wiring portion 12 is interposed in the vertical
direction in the space between the upper and lower edge
members 20 and 20’ in order to absorb the weight of a
user. The body wiring portion 12 can have a variety of
shapes including the shape of a double-headed drum.
[0041] In addition, the upper and lower end wiring por-
tions 14 and 14’ refer to the wiring portions which are
respectively formed on the upper and lower ends of the

body wiring portions 12 so as to extend in the horizontal
direction and are positioned within the range in which the
upper and lower edge members 20 and 20’ are disposed.
The upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ are
butted to the upper and lower edge members 20, and are
fixed using fixing pins or helical coils.
[0042] Here, the upper and lower end wiring portions
14 and 14’ can be formed at an angle of incline that de-
viates from the horizontal state, depending on the angle
of incline of the upper and lower exposed wiring portions
16 and 16’.
[0043] Although the wiring portions are formed at a
slightly inclined angle, the upper and lower end wiring
portions 14 and 14’ can be horizontally set when they are
butted to and engaged with the upper and lower edge
members 20 and 20’ using the helical coils 30.
[0044] In addition, the lower end wiring portion 14’
forms a linear free end B on the coil end thereof which
is opened without being engaged with the wiring portion,
as shown in FIG. 10C, or a handcuff portion C on the coil
end thereof which is engaged with the wiring portion, as
shown in FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B and FIG. 11C.
[0045] In addition, as shown in FIG. 11A to FIG. 11C,
it is preferred that the upper and lower end wiring portions
14 and 14’ have a round, offset or round-offset shape. In
particular, one or two convex portions D which increase
the inner diameter of the wiring portion may be formed
on the upper and/or lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’.
[0046] Although it is, of course, possible to make the
upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ having
the same shape, it is also possible to make the upper
and lower end wiring portions having different shapes.
[0047] In addition, the upper and lower exposed wiring
portions 16 and 16’ refer to the wiring portions which ex-
tend from the upper end wiring portions 14 and/or the
lower end wiring portions 14’ and cooperate with the body
wiring portions 12 in order to absorb a load applied to the
bed mattress. The upper and lower exposed wiring por-
tions 16 and 16’ are wound such that their diameter is
smaller than the diameter of the body wiring portions 12.
[0048] In this case, the body wiring portions 12 absorb
shock in response to a large load applied to the bed mat-
tress, whereas the upper and lower exposed wiring por-
tions 16 and 16’ absorb shock in response to a smaller
load applied to the bed mattress.
[0049] Here, the upper and lower exposure start wiring
portions 16-5 and 16-5’ formed on the upper and lower
exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ refer to the portions
of the upper and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and
16’ which are positioned close to the upper and lower
end wiring portions 14 and 14’.
[0050] Although the number of turns of the upper and
lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ is preferably 3
to 6, as shown in FIG. 11A to FIG. 11C, in order to induce
high tension to the coil springs 10, the number of turns
greater than 6 is also possible.
[0051] In addition, as shown in FIG. 11A to FIG. 11C,
it is preferred that the upper and lower exposed wiring
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portions 16 and 16’ have a round shape. The upper and
lower exposed wiring portions may also have an offset
shape or a round-offset shape. The upper and lower ex-
posed wiring portions 16 and 16’ may have one or two
convex portions D which increase the inner diameter of
the wiring portions.
[0052] Of course, as shown in FIG. 10C and FIG. 12B,
it is preferred that the linear free end B be formed on the
coil end of at least one of the upper and lower exposed
wiring portions 16 and 16’. In particular, the handcuff por-
tion C may be formed in place of the linear free end B.
[0053] The diameter-increasing portions A are config-
ured so as to increase the inner diameter of the upper
and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’, thereby defining
spaces through which the upper and lower exposure start
wiring portions 16-5 and 16-5’ can move upward and
downward while fundamentally preventing frictional
noise. It is preferred that the diameter-increasing portions
A be provided by increasing the inner diameter of the
upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ so as to
be greater than the outer diameter of the upper and lower
exposure start wiring portions 16-5 and 16-5’.
[0054] In addition, as shown in FIG. 12A, FIG. 12B,
FIG. 13A, FIG. 13B, FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B, when the
upper and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ are
provided with the rigid support ends 18, it is preferred
that the inner diameter of the upper and lower end wiring
portions 14 and 14’ having the diameter-increasing por-
tion A be greater than the outer diameter of the body
wiring portion 12 in order to introduce the upper and lower
exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ to move upward and
downward along the outer circumference of the body wir-
ing portion 12.
[0055] In addition, the wiring of the upper and lower
end wiring portions 14 and 14’ can be formed so as to
be inclined at a preset angle with respect to the horizontal
surface in the process in which the diameter-increasing
portions A are formed. Consequently, there is no contact
between the upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and
14’ and the upper and lower exposure start wiring por-
tions 16-5 and 16-5’, thereby preventing friction noise.
[0056] Furthermore, although the shape of the diame-
ter-increasing portions A may correspond to the shape
of the upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’, it
is preferred that the diameter-increasing portions A can
have a round shape considering the structural charac-
teristics of the coil springs 1.
[0057] In addition, the rigid support ends 18 are pro-
vided on at least one of the body wiring portions 12 and
the upper and lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’
so as to absorb a compressive load. When a small load
is applied to the bed mattress, the rigid support ends 18
absorb the compressive load using the upper and lower
exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’. In contrast, when a
large load is applied to the bed mattress, the upper and
lower exposed wiring portions 16 and 16’ absorb most
of the load, and the body wiring portions 12 absorb the
remaining load, thereby preventing frictional noise while

significantly increasing elasticity.
[0058] As shown in parts (a) and (b) of FIG. 6A and
FIG. 6B, parts (a) and (b) of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B, and
parts (a) and (b) of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, one rigid
support end 18 can be provided on the upper or lower
portion of each of the body wiring portions 12. In addition,
as shown in part (e) of FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, part (e) of
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B, and part (e) of FIG. 10A and FIG.
10B, the rigid support ends 18 can also be respectively
provided between the upper end wiring portions 14 and
the lower end wiring portions 14’.
[0059] As shown in parts (c) and (d) of FIG. 6A and
FIG. 6B, parts (c) and (d) of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B, and
parts (c) and (d) of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, a plurality of
rigid support ends 18 can also be provided on each of
the body wiring portions 12 such that the rigid support
ends 18 are spaced apart predetermined distances from
each other.
[0060] It is, of course, possible that the rigid support
ends 18 be formed on the upper and lower exposed wiring
portions 16 and 16’, as shown in FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B
(sixteenth to nineteenth embodiments), FIG. 13A and
FIG. 13B (twentieth to twenty third embodiments) and
FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B (twenty fourth to twenty seventh
embodiments).
[0061] In addition, it is preferred that the rigid support
ends 18 be provided at a right or acute angle with respect
to the upper and lower end wiring portions 14 and 14’ or
the horizontal surface.
[0062] A description will be given below of the opera-
tion of the structure.
[0063] First, since the process of fabricating the spring
assembly 1 and the process of fabricating a bed mattress
to which the spring assembly 1 is applied are well known
in the art, descriptions thereof will be omitted. Disclosure
will be limited to the structure of the coil springs 10 that
prevents frictional noise and increases elasticity.
[0064] In particular, the operating structure will be de-
scribed on assumption that the coil springs 10 having the
described structure is applied to the bed mattress.
[0065] As shown in part (a) of FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B,
part (a) of FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B and part (a) of FIG. 9A
and FIG. 9B, if no load is applied to the bed mattress to
which the coil spring 10 is applied, the upper exposed
wiring portion 16 is set such that it protrudes above the
upper edge member 20 and stays at that position.
[0066] In contrast, as shown in part (b) of FIG. 5A and
FIG. 5B, part (b) of FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B and part (b) of
FIG. 9A and FIG. 9B, when a small load from the user is
applied to the bed mattress to which the coil spring 10 is
applied, the upper exposed wiring portion 16 is de-
pressed downward to the amount corresponding to the
compressive load, thereby absorbing the compressive
load.
[0067] In particular, as shown in part (c) of FIG. 5A and
FIG. 5B, part (c) of FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B and part (c) of
FIG. 9A and FIG. 9B, when a large load is applied to the
bed mattress to which the coil spring 10 is applied, the
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upper exposure start wiring portions 16-5 of the upper
exposed wiring portion 16 moves downward through the
diameter-increasing portion A, thereby absorbing the
compressive load.
[0068] In addition, as shown in parts (d) and (e) of FIG.
5A and FIG. 5B, parts (d) and (e) of FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B
and parts (d) and (e) of FIG. 9A and FIG. 9B, when a
stronger load is applied to the bed mattress to which the
coil spring 10 is applied, the upper exposure start wiring
portion 16-5 of the upper exposed wiring portion 16
moves further downward through the diameter-increas-
ing portion A such that the range in which the upper ex-
posed wiring portion 16 moves upward and downward is
maximized, thereby maximizing the shock-absorbing ef-
ficiency.
[0069] Since the diameter-increasing portion A of the
upper end wiring portion 14 defines the space where the
upper exposure start wiring portion 16-5 can move up-
ward and downward, the upper exposure start wiring por-
tion 16-5 does not come into contact with the upper end
wiring portion 14 while moving upward and downward.
[0070] At this time, when a strong load is applied to the
bed mattress, due to the rigid support end 18 of the coil
spring 10, the upper and lower exposed wiring portions
16 and 16’ absorb most of the load and the body wiring
portion 12 absorbs the remaining load, thereby prevent-
ing frictional noise and significantly increases elasticity.
[0071] Accordingly, when a strong load is applied to
the bed mattress to which the coil spring 10 is applied,
the diameter-increasing portion A of the upper end wiring
portion 14 prevents friction noise between the upper end
wiring portion 14 and the other portions of the coil spring
10 and significantly increases the elasticity of the ex-
posed wiring portions 16 and 16’ which are formed as a
plurality of wiring portions, thereby increasing the longev-
ity of a product and improving the quality of the product.
[0072] The foregoing descriptions of the specific ex-
emplary embodiments have been presented for the pur-
poses of illustration with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0073] In summary an embodiment can be described
as follows:
A high tension coil spring structure for a bed mattress
includes spring bodies and exposed wiring portions
which absorb an external load. Diameter-increasing por-
tions (A) are formed on at least one of upper and/or lower
end wiring portions (14, 14’) of body wiring portions (12),
and provide spaces in which upper and/or lower expo-
sure start wiring portions (16-5, 16-5’) move upward and
downward. Rigid support ends (18) are formed on at least
one of the body wiring portions (12) and upper and lower
exposed wiring portions (16, 16’), and absorb a compres-
sive load. The diameter-increasing portions and the rigid
ends of the coil spring structure fundamentally prevent
noise caused by friction between the exposed wiring por-
tions and surrounding wiring portions when the exposed
wiring portions are compressed and significantly in-
crease the elasticity of the exposed wiring portions.

Claims

1. A high tension coil spring structure for a bed mattress
comprising:

body wiring portions (12) which are disposed
regularly at preset distances from each other in
the space between an upper edge member (20)
and a lower edge member (20’), upper and lower
end wiring portions (14, 14’) which are provided
on both ends of the body wiring portions (12)
and set within the range in which the upper and
lower edge members (20, 20’) are disposed;
upper exposed wiring portions (16) which ex-
tend from the upper end wiring portions (14) so
as to be exposed from the upper edge members
(20);
diameter-increasing portions (A) which are pro-
vided on the upper end wiring portions (14) and
define spaces in which upper exposure start wir-
ing portions (16-5) of the upper exposed wiring
portions (16) move upward and downward while
the coil spring structure is being compressed;
and
means for preventing friction noise which are
provided on the upper end wiring portions (14),
wherein
the means for preventing friction noise include
rigid support ends (18) which are provided on at
least one of the body wiring portion (12) and the
upper exposed wiring portions (16), and absorb
shock by absorbing a compressive load applied
from the upper exposed wiring portions (16), and
the diameter-increasing portions (A) provide
spaces in which upper exposure start wiring por-
tions (16-5) move upward and/or downward
while the coil spring structure is being com-
pressed, thereby preventing frictional noise be-
tween the upper end wiring portions (14) and
the upper exposure start wiring portions (16-5),
and when a compressive load is applied to the
coil spring structure, a plurality of wiring portions
formed in the upper exposed wiring portions (16)
move upward and downward along the side
walls of the rigid support ends (18), thereby sig-
nificantly increasing elasticity,
characterized in that linear free ends (B) are
provided on coil ends of the lower end wiring
portions (14’), and are opened without being en-
gaged with wiring portions.

2. The high tension coil spring structure according to
claim 1, wherein at least one of the upper and lower
end wiring portions (14, 14’) has a shape of a round
coil spring, and/or
wherein at least one of the upper and lower end wir-
ing portions (14, 14’) has a shape of an offset coil
spring, and/or
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wherein at least one of the upper and lower end wir-
ing portions (14, 14’) has a shape of a round offset
coil spring.

3. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein one or two con-
cave portions are provided on at least one of the
upper end wiring portions (14) and the lower end
wiring portions (14’), the concave portions increasing
an inner diameter of the at least one of the upper
end wiring portions (14) and the lower end wiring
portions (14’).

4. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the diameter-
increasing portions (A) comprise predetermined por-
tions of the upper end wiring portions (14) and/or the
lower end wiring portions (14’) which increase an
inner diameter of the upper and/or lower end wiring
portions (14, 14’) to be greater than an outer diameter
of the upper exposure start wiring portions (16-5)
when the rigid support ends (18) are formed on the
body wiring portions (12).

5. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the diameter-
increasing portions (A) comprise predetermined por-
tions of the upper end wiring portions (14) and/or the
lower end wiring portions (14’) which increase an
inner diameter of the upper and/or lower end wiring
portions (14, 14’) to be greater than an outer diameter
of the body wiring portions (12) when the rigid sup-
port ends (18) are formed on the upper exposed wir-
ing portions (16).

6. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the diameter-
increasing portions (A) have a shape of a round
spring.

7. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the diameter-
increasing portions (A) have a shape corresponding
to a shape of the upper and lower end wiring portions
(14, 14’).

8. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein linear free ends
(B) are provided on coil ends of the upper exposed
wiring portions (16), and are opened without being
engaged with wiring portions.

9. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein a number of
turns of the upper exposed wiring portions (16) rang-
es from 3 to 6.

10. The high tension coil spring structure according to

any of the preceding claims, wherein wiring portions
of the upper exposed wiring portions (16) have a
round shape.

11. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the upper ex-
posed wiring portions (16) have one or two convex
portions which increase an inner diameter of wiring
portions of the upper exposed wiring portions (16).

12. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the rigid sup-
port ends (18) are disposed at a right angle with re-
spect to the upper and/or lower end wiring portions
(14, 14’).

13. The high tension coil spring structure according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the rigid sup-
port ends (18) are disposed at an acute angle with
respect to the upper and/or lower end wiring portions
(14, 14’).

Patentansprüche

1. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur für eine
Bettmatratze, umfassend folgendes:

Körperdrahtbereiche (12), die regelmäßig in
voreingestellten Abständen von einander in
dem Raum zwischen einem oberen Randele-
ment (20) und einem unteren Randelement (20’)
angeordnet sind, obere und untere Enddrahtbe-
reiche (14, 14’), die an beiden Enden der Kör-
perdrahtbereiche (12) vorgesehen und inner-
halb des Bereichs eingestellt sind, in dem die
oberen und unteren Randelemente (20, 20’) an-
geordnet sind;
obere exponierte Drahtbereiche (16), die sich
von den oberen Enddrahtbereichen (14) derart
erstrecken, dass sie von den oberen Randele-
menten (20) exponiert sind;
durchmessererhöhende Bereiche (A), die an
den oberen Enddrahtbereichen (14) vorgese-
hen sind und Räume definieren, in denen obere
Expositionsstartdrahtbereiche (16-5) der obe-
ren exponierten Drahtbereiche (16) sich auf-
wärts und abwärts bewegen, während die
Schraubenfederstruktur komprimiert wird; und
Mittel zur Verhinderung von Reibungslärm, die
an den oberen Enddrahtbereichen (14) vorge-
sehen sind, wobei
die Mittel zum Verhindern von Reibungslärm
starre Stützenden (18) umfassen, die an dem
Körperdrahtbereich (12) und/oder den oberen
exponierten Drahtbereichen (16) vorgesehen
sind, und die einen Stoß durch absorbieren einer
Kompressionslast absorbieren, die von den
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oberen exponierten Drahtbereichen (16) ausge-
übt wird, und
die durchmessererhöhenden Bereiche (A) Räu-
me bereitstellen, in denen obere Expositions-
startdrahtbereiche (16-5) sich aufwärts
und/oder abwärts bewegen, während die
Schraubenfederstruktur komprimiert wird, wo-
durch Reibungslärm zwischen dem oberen End-
drahtbereichen (14) und den oberen Expositi-
onsstartdrahtbereichen (16-5) verhindert wird,
und wenn eine Kompressionslast auf die
Schraubenfederstruktur ausgeübt wird, eine
Mehrzahl von Drahtbereichen, gebildet in den
oberen exponierten Drahtbereichen (16), sich
aufwärts und abwärts entlang der Seitenwände
der starren Stützenden (18) bewegen, wodurch
die Elastizität signifikant erhöht wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass lineare freie
Enden (B) an Schraubenenden der unteren
Enddrahtbereiche (14’) vorgesehen und geöff-
net sind, ohne an Drahtbereichen anzugreifen.

2. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach An-
spruch 1, wobei wenigstens einer von den oberen
und unteren Enddrahtbereichen (14, 14’) eine Ge-
stalt einer runden Schraubenfeder hat,
und/oder
wobei wenigstens einer von den oberen und unteren
Enddrahtbereichen (14, 14’) eine Gestalt einer ver-
setzten Schraubenfeder hat,
und/oder
wobei wenigstens einer von den oberen und unteren
Enddrahtbereichen (14, 14’) eine Gestalt einer run-
den versetzten Schraubenfeder hat.

3. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein oder
zwei konkave Bereiche an wenigstens einem von
den oberen Enddrahtbereichen (14) und den unte-
ren Enddrahtbereichen (14’) vorgesehen sind, wobei
die konkaven Bereiche einen Innendurchmesser
des wenigstens einen von den oberen Enddrahtbe-
reichen (14) und den unteren Enddrahtbereichen
(14’) erhöhen.

4. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
durchmessererhöhenden Bereiche (A) vorbestimm-
te Bereiche der oberen Enddrahtbereiche (14)
und/oder der unteren Enddrahtbereiche (14’) umfas-
sen, die einen Innendurchmesser der oberen
und/oder unteren Enddrahtbereiche (14, 14’) derart
erhöhen, dass er größer als ein Außendurchmesser
der oberen Expositionsstartdrahtbereiche (16-5) ist,
wenn die starren Stützenden (18) an den Körper-
drahtbereichen (12) gebildet sind.

5. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-

nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
durchmessererhöhenden Bereiche (A) vorbestimm-
te Bereiche der oberen Enddrahtbereiche (14)
und/oder der unteren Enddrahtbereiche (14’) umfas-
sen, die einen Innendurchmesser der oberen
und/oder unteren Enddrahtbereiche (14, 14’) derart
erhöhen, dass er größer ist als ein Außendurchmes-
ser der Körperdrahtbereiche (12), wenn die starren
Stützenden (18) an den oberen exponierten Draht-
bereichen (16) gebildet sind.

6. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
durchmessererhöhenden Bereiche (A) eine Gestalt
einer runden Feder haben.

7. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die
durchmessererhöhenden Bereiche (A) eine Gestalt
entsprechend einer Gestalt der oberen und unteren
Enddrahtbereiche (14,14’) haben.

8. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei lineare
freie Enden (B) an Schraubenenden der oberen ex-
ponierten Drahtbereiche (16) vorgesehen und geöff-
net sind, ohne an Drahtbereichen anzugreifen.

9. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei eine
Zahl von Wicklungen der oberen exponierten Draht-
bereiche (16) von 3 bis 6 reicht.

10. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei Draht-
bereiche der oberen exponierten Drahtbereiche (16)
eine runde Gestalt haben.

11. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei obere
exponierte Drahtbereiche (16) einen oder zwei kon-
vexe Bereiche haben, die einen Innendurchmesser
von Drahtbereichen der oberen exponierten Draht-
bereiche (16) erhöhen.

12. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die star-
ren Stützenden (18) unter einem rechten Winkel mit
Bezug zu den oberen und/oder unteren Enddraht-
bereichen (14, 14’) angeordnet sind.

13. Hochspannungsschraubenfederstruktur nach ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die star-
ren Stützenden (18) unter einem spitzen Winkel mit
Bezug zu den oberen und/oder unteren Enddraht-
bereichen (14, 14’) angeordnet sind.
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Revendications

1. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension pour un
matelas comprenant :

des portions de fil de corps (12) qui sont dispo-
sées régulièrement à des distances préétablies
les unes des autres dans l’espace entre un or-
gane de bord supérieur (20) et un organe de
bord inférieur (20’), des portions de fil d’extré-
mité supérieures et inférieures (14, 14’) qui sont
prévues sur les deux extrémités des portions de
fil de corps (12) et établies au sein de la plage
dans laquelle les organes de bord supérieur et
inférieur (20, 20’) sont disposés ;
des portions de fil exposées supérieures (16)
qui s’étendent depuis les portions de fil d’extré-
mité supérieures (14) de façon à être exposées
depuis les organes de bord supérieurs (20) ;
des portions de diamètre croissant (A) qui sont
prévues sur les portions de fil d’extrémité supé-
rieures (14) et définissent des espaces dans les-
quels des portions de fil de début d’exposition
supérieures (16-5) des portions de fil exposées
supérieures (16) montent et descendent tandis
que la structure de ressort à spirale est
comprimée ; et
des moyens pour empêcher un bruit de frotte-
ment qui sont prévus sur les portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures (14), dans laquelle
les moyens pour empêcher un bruit de frotte-
ment comprennent des extrémités de support
rigides (18) qui sont prévues sur au moins l’une
de la portion de fil de corps (12) et des portions
de fil exposées supérieures (16), et absorbent
un choc en absorbant une charge de compres-
sion appliquée depuis les portions de fil expo-
sées supérieures (16), et
les portions de diamètre croissant (A) fournis-
sent des espaces dans lesquels des portions de
fil de début d’exposition supérieures (16-5) mon-
tent et/ou descendent tandis que la structure de
ressort à spirale est comprimée, empêchant ain-
si un bruit de frottement entre les portions de fil
d’extrémité supérieures (14) et les portions de
fil de début d’exposition supérieures (16-5), et
lorsqu’une charge de compression est appli-
quée à la structure de ressort à spirale, une plu-
ralité de portions de fil formées dans les portions
de fil exposées supérieures (16) montent et des-
cendent le long des parois de côté des extrémi-
tés de support rigides (18), augmentant ainsi si-
gnificativement l’élasticité,
caractérisée en ce que
des extrémités libres linéaires (B) sont prévues
sur des extrémités de spirale des portions de fil
d’extrémité inférieures (14’), et sont ouvertes
sans être enclenchées avec des portions de fil.

2. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon la
revendication 1, dans laquelle au moins l’une des
portions de fil d’extrémité supérieures et inférieures
(14,14’) a une forme d’un ressort à spirale rond, et/ou
dans laquelle au moins l’une des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures et inférieures (14, 14’) a une for-
me d’un ressort à spirale décalé, et/ou
dans laquelle au moins l’une des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures et inférieures (14, 14’) a une for-
me d’un ressort à spirale décalé rond.

3. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle une ou deux portions concaves sont
prévues sur au moins l’une des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures (14) et des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité inférieures (14’), les portions concaves aug-
mentant un diamètre intérieur de l’au moins une des
portions de fil d’extrémité supérieures (14) et des
portions de fil d’extrémité inférieures (14’).

4. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les portions de diamètre croissant (A)
comprennent des portions prédéterminées des por-
tions de fil d’extrémité supérieures (14) et/ou des
portions de fil d’extrémité inférieures (14’) qui aug-
mentent un diamètre intérieur des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures et/ou inférieures (14, 14’) pour
qu’il soit plus grand qu’un diamètre extérieur des por-
tions de fil de début d’exposition supérieures (16-5)
lorsque les extrémités de support rigides (18) sont
formées sur les portions de fil de corps (12).

5. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les portions de diamètre croissant (A)
comprennent des portions prédéterminées des por-
tions de fil d’extrémité supérieures (14) et/ou des
portions de fil d’extrémité inférieures (14’) qui aug-
mentent un diamètre intérieur des portions de fil d’ex-
trémité supérieures et/ou inférieures (14, 14’) pour
qu’il soit plus grand qu’un diamètre extérieur des por-
tions de fil de corps (12) lorsque les extrémités de
support rigides (18) sont formées sur les portions de
fil exposées supérieures (16).

6. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les portions de diamètre croissant (A)
ont une forme d’un ressort rond.

7. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les portions de diamètre croissant (A)
ont une forme correspondant à une forme des por-
tions de fil d’extrémité supérieures et inférieures (14,
14’).
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8. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle des extrémités libres linéaires (B) sont
prévues sur des extrémités de spirale des portions
de fil exposées supérieures (16), et sont ouvertes
sans être enclenchées avec des portions de fil.

9. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle un nombre de spires des portions de
fil exposées supérieures (16) va de 3 à 6.

10. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle des portions de fil des portions de fil
exposées supérieures (16) ont une forme ronde.

11. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les portions de fil exposées supérieu-
res (16) ont une ou deux portions convexes qui aug-
mentent un diamètre intérieur de portions de fil des
portions de fil exposées supérieures (16).

12. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les extrémités de support rigides (18)
sont disposées à angle droit par rapport aux portions
de fil d’extrémité supérieures et/ou inférieures (14,
14’).

13. Structure de ressort à spirale haute tension selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans laquelle les extrémités de support rigides (18)
sont disposées à un angle aigu par rapport aux por-
tions de fil d’extrémité supérieures et/ou inférieures
(14, 14’).
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